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Context

Province is in crisis but 
most analysis avoids 
focus on own source 
revenue

Observers are 
committing “political 
science”
 It is both necessary and 

possible to raise 
revenues

 Doing this requires more 
attention to process in 
public policy



NL’s Tax system leaks….



NL’s Tax system leaks….

Our system for providing municipal services 
and funding them is “unique”



NL’s Tax system leaks….

Non resource royalty own source revenues are 
low despite broadly comparable tax rates.



Own Source revenue options

Bowen Island = $47.20

Bell Island = $10.00

Car & Driver Return Fare



Lessons from political science:

1) Focus on process:
Our approaches to evidence-

based policy making are 
centralized, dated and almost 
pathologically paranoid…

 Independent assessment is 
“good” for government, even 
when it is critical 

A crisis is a “window”, an 
opportunity, if the right ideas 
are available to policymakers



We need to make sure taxes 
and fees aren’t encouraging 
long term problems
 E.g. Ferry services, roads

 E.g. Resettlement payments

 E.g. Infastructure

We need to decide what is 
important

2) Focus on “increasing returns”:



 Its easier to raise 
a fee that already 
exist then to levy 
new ones
 E.g. This is why its 

crucial to get basic 
systems in place.

3) “Incrementalism” works:



4) Focus on Federalism:

NL is not the only province facing this crisis – it 
is a symptom of problems in the federation
 Lots of responsibilities and a heavy reliance on 

resource revenues



Our approaches to fiscal federalism have been 
short term, isolationist and … partisan

Ottawa incentivizes doing the wrong things



Poorly thought out, 
deep spending cuts to 
don’t accomplish 
much
 Outside of healthcare -

size of government has 
shrunk

 We are in the 5th year of 
a gradual austerity 
program…

Cutting at the centre confuses “good policy” with 
“good politics”
 ALL provinces are struggling with capacity to plan

5) Good politics versus good policy?



Much ado about spending


